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CANARIAN BRONZE EARRINGS
Description: Product from the accessories and fashion line made with the shell
of the totumo fruit. This product is designed for personal use, suitable to
harmonize with current styles and fashion trends.
MEASUREMENTS

LONG
WIDTH
CENTIMETERS
CENTIMETERS
MAXI:
14
2,2
MEDIUM:
11
1,5
SMALL:
9
1,2
MINI:
4,7
0.7
Handmade product and natural fiber can vary a few millimeters

WEIGHT
GRAMS
7
5
2
1

Presentation:
For the commercialization, distribution or transfer of the product in volumes to
other places or countries, internal packaging in biodegradable plastic bags or
paper (as indicated by the user) and cardboard boxes will be used for its
protection.
Colors:
C9ML. English Red

C6ML. Yellow

C12ML. BROWN

C8ML. Red

C7ML. Orange

The inks are translucent which highlights the natural beauty of the totumo in its spots and veins.
Raw material: Totumo. (Scientific name: Crescentia cujete). For the elaboration of this product, high quality raw material is
selected, the totumo is a natural fiber whose shell is hard and resistant, it can be made in variable shapes and sizes.
According to the country they receive different names: tecomate, bule or guaje in Mexico, wingo or pate in Peru, huacal or
huacal de morro in Honduras, El Salvador and southern Mexico. mate in Ecuador, jícara in Nicaragua, Cuba and Mexico
(the tree is called jícaro), jícaro in Costa Rica (the tree is called jícaro), totuma or tapara in Venezuela, totuma or totumo in
Panama and Colombia, tutuma in Bolivia, higüero in the Dominican Republic, calbasse in Guadeloupe.
Translucent inks brand PINTUCO 7420 Yellow 7421 Blue 7422 Vinotinto 7423 Red 7427 Coffee, 7428 Black,
7438 English Red.
INSUMOS Tassels in silk thread
Crystals
Steel dots and rings
Techniques: Modeling, Draft, Roughing, engraving, pyrography, Dyeing. The excellent finishes of the Aboriginal Artisan
Design products ensure the permanence, brightness and stability of the product presentation over time. The designs are
exclusive to the brand, which is a guarantee of authenticity and quality of the handmade product in Colombia..

